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Designing Quantitative Strategies: Why?
Active quantitative portfolios can be built in a vast number of ways
How to make performance-maximizing choices?
“Forecasting is very difficult, especially about the future.”
Grinold and Kahn: “The fundamental law … isn’t an operational tool … it will prove difficult in
particular to estimate breadth accurately”
Simulations are useful, but are period-specific, and can be time-consuming to set up and run
This work provides a method that
o forecasts strategy performance
o quantifies the implications of strategy design choices
o provides quantified what-if scenarios for informed risk-return tradeoffs
o improves information ratios
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Investment model

Active portfolios maximize a standard mean-variance utility α′w − ( λ 2 ) w′Vw
The active weights are w = ( λ V ) α
−1

Live returns r and return forecasts α are distinct, jointly distributed, normal variables
Distribution depends on covariance matrices Cov{r}, Cov{α}, and Cov{α, r}
ICm = Cov{α, r}mm

Cov{r}mm Cov{α}mm

Investment properties: active return = E{r′w} , tracking variance = E{w′Cov{r}w} , ...
To solve the model, evaluate the expectations E{...}
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Solution: formulae for strategy design
−1
Active Return = Tr ( λ V ) Cov{α,r} 



Active Risk = λ −1 Tr Cov {w} Cov{r}
Information Ratio =

Tr  V −1Cov{α,r} 

These are the investment results to which an
indefinitely long simulation will converge

Tr Cov {w} Cov{r}

Software available

Alpha capture E {α′w} = Tr Cov {α} V 
−1

Factor exposure = f ′ Cov {w} f
Each way turnover =

1−ϕ

π

∑
m

Cov {w}mm

Cov {w} = V −1Cov {α} V −1
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Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) investing
IR
IC N

Incorporating ESG into active stock selection
Example: S&P 500 benchmark, Newsweek ESG scoring 0 – 1
Consider three ways of incorporating ESG
o Avoid holding assets with poor ESG scores

o Shift return forecast by multiple of the ESG score

o Use a penalty to target desired portfolio ESG score

o Avoiding assets can create a limited portfolio ESG score, at substantial cost to the active performance

o Shifting the forecast can creates a substantially higher ESG score and is much less damaging to performance

o Targeting ESG score with penalty allows score to be specified in advance, also strongly superior to avoiding assets
The method shows the best construction choice, and the trade-off between ESG overlay and performance
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Smart Beta
What if we have long-run return view? How much capital to deploy to Smart Beta?
Factor IR: IR of the minimum risk, cash-neutral portfolio with exposure of 1 to standardized factor
Factor return per unit exposure = factor portfolio’s risk x stipulated factor IR1
Each curve is the factor’s IR, a market condition
Horizontal axis is the factor exposure, an implementation choice
E.g. investor expects Book/Price IR around 0.4
Builds factor exposure of 1.5 into the investment portfolio
If correct, investment portfolio IR increases by around 25%
of its value
If effect neutralizes and factor IR is zero, gain turns to loss of
12% of the investment portfolio’s IR
Decision depends on level of conviction in market forecast
Method enables quantitatively informed, scenario-based risk/return decisions
1Fama,

E., and K. French. 2015. “A Five-Factor Asset Pricing Model.” Journal of Financial Economics, vol. 116, no. 1: 1-22
Clarke, R., de Silva, H., and Thorley, S. 2016. “Fundamentals of Efficient Factor Investing.” Financial Analysts Journal, vol. 72, no. 6: 9-26
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Custom risk controls
PMs often control certain risky exposures explicitly, rather than relying only on a third-party risk model
Quadratic penalties provide a convenient way to do this
Control active industry exposures: impose penalty on absolute active exposure to each industry
Left side: penalties very loose, no effect
As penalties tighten exposure ultimately drops to zero
If forecasting power same within industries as across
o Exposure can be cut in half with little performance cost
o Eliminating it completely reduces IR by 5% of its value
Worst-case for control

If forecasting power better within industries, even this modest
impact will be reduced, even inverted
The method shows that the downside, if any, to controlling industry exposures will be small
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Exploiting IC differences across sectors
Example
3 sectors - Energy Minerals, Interest Rate Sensitive, and Non-Energy Minerals - have a medium IC
2 sectors - Consumer and Health - have medium IC twice times “IC ratio”
2 sectors - Industrial and Technology - have medium IC divided by IC ratio
Multiply the forecasts in the high IC sectors, and divide those in the low IC sectors, by “alpha ratio”
Each curve is the IC ratio, a market condition
Horizontal axis is alpha ratio, an implementation choice
Case: investor believes IC ratio will be 2, sets alpha ratio to 2
If correct: increases IR by 12%
If effect neutralizes, IC ratio is 1: reduces IR by 11%
If effect reverses, to IC ratio 0.75, reduces IR by 20%
Decision depends on level of conviction in market forecast
Method enables quantitatively informed risk/return tradeoff
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Limitation
The method does not handle the long-only constraint
Best used with investment strategies either with no long-only constraint, or with sufficiently
tight risk control in the utility function that the constraint is weakly binding
o market neutral
o market timing
o long-short extension
o low risk, and enhanced indexing strategies
Approximate in other cases
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Correlated returns
Consistently with breadth, high return correlation has been widely regarded as detracting from performance1
But Buckle 2004 presents a model where correlation improves active performance
Use the design method to resolve the disagreement
Set construction matrix equal to the true return covariance: V=Cov{r}
Chart shows higher correlation improves performance!
Increasing from 0.2 to 0.3 increases IR by 15%
What causes this?
Return correlation in portfolio construction introduces
negative correlation between active weights
Combined with positive correlation between returns, this
reduces risk with no impact on portfolio return
See paper for more details
Buckle, not consensus or breadth-based intuition, correct
1 Solnik

and Roulet 2000, ETF.com 2007, Kolanovic et al 2010, Montagu et al 2010, Rothman 2010, Hatheway et al 2010, Patel 2011
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Correlated forecasts

Breadth is the number of independent forecasts … per year

MC = Monte Carlo

Correlation between those forecasts should then reduce breadth
But cross-sectional correlation between forecasts improve
performance!
Monte Carlo simulations verify formulae and conclusions
See paper for mechanism
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Breadth
Method shows our breadth-based intuition is directionally incorrect in two central cases
o correlations between returns
o correlations between forecasts
This disrupts our understanding of breadth. Other aspects of the Fundamental Law stand.
Paraphrasing Einstein: intuition should be as simple as possible, but not more so
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Complete, Error-Free Attribution

Complete Attribution (CAtt)
CAtt is a risk and return attribution system for active quantitative strategies
It attributes performance not to risk model factors but to the strategy’s signals and
portfolio construction
It attributes all performance and has no errors, plug, or re-distribution
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Complete Attribution (CAtt)
To achieve this CAtt
o exploits our full knowledge of the quantitative process
o gets the portfolio dynamics right
It is not Brinson-like and does not rely on regression
“CAtt is a clever approach to attribution for active quant strategies. It starts with a
dynamic, cost-controlled solution, and represents a significant improvement over
traditional approaches.”
Ron Kahn, Global Head, BlackRock Scientific Equity Research
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Before CAtt
Traditional approaches to attribution to signals rely on regression …
• This can leave half the risk and return unexplained
• The “explained” results have errors that often make them counter-intuitive
• Clients are dissatisfied: “My under-performance is due to unexplained!?”
Beware “improved” versions
• Order-dependent processes are ambiguous
• Adding regressions increases model error: fitting to an incorrect model misleads
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With CAtt
Complete, error-free attribution reliably answers important questions concerning
Signal performance
Risk budget
Exposures to new signals
Turnover selection
Costs
Signal performance trends
Events
Constraints
Factor tilts
Superior understanding of the impact of signals and portfolio management decisions
o promotes better future returns
o raises the level of conversation with prospects and clients
o provides sufficiently accurate past and contemporaneous detail to be useful day-to-day
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Bottom line …

If you want to know what is really going on in your portfolio,
you need Complete Attribution
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